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More Is Different 
 
                                      P.W.Anderson 

Science 1972 
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Correlazioni a Lungo Range 
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PNAS 2010 

Il cambiamento di velocita’ di uno 
storno  influenza ed è influenzata da 
quella di tutti gli altri storni del gruppo.   
Correlazioni scale-free forniscono 
ogni storno di una portata effettiva  di 
percezione molto più grande della 
interazione diretta fra singoli individui, 
migliorando così la risposta globale 
alle perturbazioni. I risultati dell’analisi 
suggeriscono che gli stormi si 
comportano come sistemi critici, 
pronti a rispondere al massimo alle 
perturbazioni ambientali. 



Il gruppo  e’ di più della somma delle sue parti. 
 
                    MORE IS DIFFERENT 



PTEN enzyme 
PI3K enzyme 

ability of a cell to migrate along 
shallow  gradient of 
chemoattractants 

De Candia et al Science STEX 2007, 
Ferraro et al EPL 2009 

Model for self-tuned phase ordering  

Chemotaxis 

Cells exposed to shallow 
chemoattractant gradients  
respond with a strong polarization. 
Such symmetry breaking event is 
the first step for directed 
cell movement.  

• morphogenesis 
• wound healing!

Order parameter 

PNAS 2006 



UNIVERSALITA‘ 
nei fenomeni critici 

Il valore dell’esponente della legge di potenza in 3d risulta essere 
                                   
                                          x ≈ 1   
 
per una grande classe di sistemi inclusi liquidi, magneti, e semplici modelli,  
come il modello di Ising.  

Qual’ è il significato  dell’esponente x? 

E’ possibile legare l’esponete x a qualche proprieta’ geometrica? 

g(r) ≈ 1
rx

Funzione di correlazione alla temperatura critica 



p=densita di siti ocupati 

PERCOLATION MODEL 

  
 

Densità di siti  
nel cluster infinito 

Dimensione media  
dei cluster finiti 

Broadbent & Hammersley 1957 



p=0.5 < pc p=0.59 ≈ pc  

DLM ∝
D= dimensionalità frattale  

In 3d     D≈2.5 

Struttura frattale del cluster percolante alla soglia percolativa 

Mandelbrot 



E’ possibile definire opportunamente i cluster nei sistemi fluidi e ferromagnetici, 
in maniera da descrivere le transizioni di fase in termini di grandezze percolative.  

g(r) ≈ 1
rx

τ−≈ ssn )(

Distribuzione della taglia s dei cluster al punto critico 

τ =
d
D
+1

x=2(d-D) ≈1

d=3 dimensione spaziale,   D≈2.5   dimensionalità frattale 

τ ≈2.2 

Funzione di correlazione  al punto critico 

x≈1 

Approccio percolativo alle transizioni di fase termiche  

AC,  Klein 



Amorphous solid 
glass 

Large scale density fluctation  
Near the gas-liquid critical point 

 
 

Molecular dynamic simulations of 2d 
particle systems interacting via a 
Lennard  Jones potential 

Evidence of fractal droplets at  
criticality.   

Berthier, Physics 2011 



SELF ORGANIZED CRITICALITY (SOC) Bak Tang e  
Wisenfeld 1988 

La distribuzione del numero di valanghe n(s)  in funzione della loro grandezza s 
segue una legge di potenza  

τ−≈ ssn )(



La metafora del mucchio di sabbia descrive un 
sistema con molte unità che interagiscono a 
livello locale . Esso raggiunge spontaneamente 
un attrattore dinamico che è lontano dalla sua 
posizione di equilibrio .  
 
Non c'è modo  di studiare un granello di sabbia 
e dedurre il comportamento della  sandpile 
risultante . Un nuovo comportamento emerge 
come risultato di interazioni tra le molte unità 
semplici. 



Self Organised Criticality nella corteccia cerebrale 

Recentemente e’ stato trovato sperimentalmente da Beggs e Plenz (2004)  
che l'attività cerebrale spontanea è caratterizzata da dinamiche a valanga di tipo  
scale free. 

n(s) ≈ s−τ τ ≈1.5

Lo stato critico è  una generica proprietà che sembra indicare che networks 
caratterizzati da una maggiore capacità di risposta sono stati selezionati 
favorevolmente attraverso il processo evolutivo, in quanto più adatti a 
svolgere importanti  funzioni corticali, quali la memoria e l’apprendimento.   
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Criticality in the brain

Figure 2. The distributions of avalanche size (circles), duration (squares) and the
total potential variation during one avalanche (triangls) for 100 configurations of
scale-free network with N = 16 000 neurons (↵ = 0.6, N

p

= 10 000, p
in

= 0.05).
The dashed line has a slope �1.5, whereas the dot–dashed line has a slope �2.1.
The continuous line represents the experimental distribution of avalanche sizes
in rat cortex slices. Experimental data are shifted for better comparison.

2.1. Avalanche activity

After ‘ageing’ the system by applying plasticity rules duringN
p

external stimuli, we submit
the system to a new sequence of stimuli without modification of synaptic strengths. The
response of the system to this second sequence models the spontaneous activity of a trained
neuronal network with a given level of experience. We analyse this activity by measuring
the avalanche size distribution n(s) and the time duration distribution n(T ).

We measure the distribution of neuronal avalanche sizes, defined either as the total
number of firing neurons, or as the sum of their voltage variations during an avalanche.
This distribution exhibits a power-law behaviour, with an exponent equal to 1.5 ± 0.1,
quite stable with respect to parameters (figure 2). This scaling behaviour is also robust for
densities of inhibitory synapses up to 10%, whereas the scaling behaviour is lost for higher
densities. Moreover, the distribution of avalanche temporal durations is also a power law
with an exponent close to �2.0. Both these values show an excellent agreement with
experimental data. Extensive studies have verified that the critical behaviour of avalanche
distributions does not depend on parameter values, network properties, and initial value
of conductances [25, 27]. Only for fully connected networks, which undergo plastic
adaptation routines of di↵erent length, do all networks exhibit supercritical behaviour,
namely an excess of very large avalanches, due to the high level of connectivity in the
system [27]. Moreover, scaling properties do not depend on system size, indicating that the
network is in a critical state and self-regulates, by adjusting synaptic strengths, producing
the observed scale-invariant behaviour. The dependence of the critical behaviour on

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2014/03/P03026 8

Distribuzione delle dimensioni di valanghe nella             
corteccia cerebrale 

De Arcangelis,  
Lombardi 
Herrmann 2014 

Lombardi et al 2012 
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Criticality in the brain

Figure 1. Two neuronal avalanches in the scale-free network. 250 neurons are
connected by directed bonds (direction indicated by the arrow at one edge),
representing the synapses. The size of each neuron is proportional to the number
of in-connections, namely the number of dendrites. The two di↵erent avalanches
are characterized by pink and blue colours. Connections and neurons not involved
in the avalanche propagation are shown in grey.

with ↵ a dimensionless parameter. Moreover, once an avalanche of firings comes to an
end, the strength of all synapses is reduced by the average strength increase per bond

�g =
X

ij,t

�gij(t)/Nb

(4)

where N
b

is the number of bonds. The strength of the parameter ↵, controlling both
the increase and decrease of synaptic strength, determines the plasticity dynamics in
the network. This homoeostatic mechanism implies that the more the system learns
strengthening the used synapses, the more the unused connections will weaken. By
implementing these rules, our neuronal network ‘memorizes’ the most used paths of
discharge by increasing their strength, whereas the less solicited synapses slowly atrophy.
Indeed, once the strength of a bond is below an assigned small value gt = 10�4, we remove
it, i.e. set its strength equal to zero, which corresponds to the so-called pruning. We
implement the plasticity rules during a series of N

p

stimuli in order to modify the synaptic
strengths, initially set at random. The duration of the plastic adaptation is equivalent to
the ‘age’, i.e., the level of experience, of the system.

doi:10.1088/1742-5468/2014/03/P03026 7
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Lombardi 
Herrmann 2014 



 
Distribuzione  terremoti  in funzione della energia rilasciata s 
Legge di Gutenberg–Richter   
 
 
 
Frequenza di aftershocks dopo un terremoto principale 
Legge di Omori 
 
             
 
Distribuzione di  eruzioni solari (solar flares),  
con comportamenti simili  
 
Frequenza di aftershoks in economia dopo un crash  
finanziario- Simile alla legge di Omori 
 
 

Distribuzioni scale free  riconducibili al modello SOC 

n(s) ≈ s−τ

n(t) ≈ (c+ t)− p



                Eruzioni solari    
 
Un flare solare è un improvviso lampo di luminosità osservata sulla 
superficie del Sole o la lembo solare, che viene interpretato come un 
grande rilascio di energia fino al 6 × 10^25 joule di energia (circa un 
sesto della produzione totale di energia del Sole ogni secondo o 160 
miliardi megatoni di TNT equivalente,) 



to introduce a Richter scale for flares where their ‘‘magni-
tude’’ M is defined via the relation: M!s" # 2=3 log!s" $
KF, where KF is a constant. In terms of the magnitude, the
data from flare catalogs are therefore found to follow the
Gutenberg-Richter law introduced for earthquakes.

Further evidence of structural similarities in the statistics
of the two phenomena is given by the analysis of correla-
tions between events within each of these catalogs. It
would be interesting to compare the time correlation be-
tween main events and the sequence of their after events, as
in the Omori law. We define a ‘‘main event’’ as an event
with magnitude M>Mmain; its ‘‘after events’’ are the
following events with Mcut <M<Mmain, where Mcut is a
cutoff for small background events. The basic difference
with the usual definition used in seismology is that an event
with M<Mmain considered as an ‘‘aftershock’’ may in-
stead be an independent event totally unrelated to the
preceding ‘‘main shock.’’ Furthermore, an event with M>
Mmain considered as a main shock may have been triggered
by a previous larger event. Despite these differences, our
definition can be straightforwardly applied to flare cata-
logs, too, and tends to the standard one for large enough
Mmain andMcut: Here we fixMcut # Mmain $ 2:5. In Fig. 4,
we show the number of after events nA!t", at time t after
a main event, for all the mentioned data sources. Interest-
ingly, the time correlation function nA!t" has the same
functional form in all catalogs. A power law nA!t" % 1=t
(straight line in Fig. 4), as the Omori law, fits the data. The
results are quite robust with respect to changes of the

parameter Mmain, provided that Mmain is large enough as
previously explained. We apply the same procedure to
analyze the rate of occurrence of events leading up to a
main event and observe that also ‘‘foreflares’’ follow the
same power law behavior (Omori law) as foreshocks [30],
even if more symmetrical behavior is observed in the flare
case.

Figures 1, 3, and 4 indicate that the statistical properties
of size and time scales of solar flares (independently of the
energy range and the temporal location in the solar cycle of
the x-ray radiation) and earthquakes are essentially the
same within current statistical accuracy. It is tempting to
look at the observed universality in the perspective of the
theory of critical phenomena. In the past, analogy between
the two phenomena was proposed on the basis of the same
theoretical model [31]. Here we follow a completely differ-
ent approach: We directly compare experimental catalogs,
we observe universal behavior, and, therefore, we propose
the presence of a common driving physical mechanism.
Most earthquakes occur where the elastic energy builds up
owing to relative motion of tectonic plates. Schematically,
as the friction locks the sliding margins of the plates,
energy load increases. When elastic stress overcomes the
threshold of frictional resistance, it is relaxed, causing the
occurrence of an earthquake. This ‘‘stick-slip’’ behavior
redistributes the stress-energy field in the crust, generating
new earthquakes where and when the local slipping thresh-
old is exceeded. A quantitative prediction on the after-
shocks decay cannot be derived by simple stress transfer
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FIG. 4 (color online). The correlation function nA!t", i.e., the
number of after events at time t after a main event for the same
catalogs of Fig. 1. To find the best collapse, data from different
catalogs are rescaled by a given amount t0 (t0 # 700 sec for
GOES, t0 # 60 sec for BATSE, t0 # 1 sec for WATCH, and
t0 # 43 sec for California earthquakes). As for Figs. 1 and 3, the
aftershock rate of occurrence for earthquakes and solar flares
scale very well. For comparison, we also plot an Omori power
law nA!t=t0" % t0=t (solid line).
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FIG. 3 (color online). The distribution n!s=s0" of flare peak
intensity, from the same catalogs of Fig. 1, and of seismic
moments from the California earthquake catalog. We set
!=Ne # 1 for the California catalog. As for the intertimes of
Fig. 1, comparison between the size distributions of earthquakes
and solar flares shows very good agreement. The universal
distribution is well fitted by a power law with exponent " #
1:65& 0:1 (shown as a solid line). s0 # 10$7 W=m$2 for
GOES, s0 # 600 cmnts=!sec2000 cm2" for BATSE, s0 #
3000 cnt=bin for WATCH, s0 # 30' 1016 Nm for earthquakes.
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Comportamenti simili fra terremoti e solar flares 

Gutenberg–Richter law  Legge di Omori 

L. De Arcangelis C.Godano, 
E. Lippiello and M. Nicodemi 2013  



Power-law relaxation in a complex system: Omori law after a financial market crash
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We study the relaxation dynamics of a financial market just after the occurrence of a crash by investigating
the number of times the absolute value of an index return is exceeding a given threshold value. We show that
the empirical observation of a power law evolution of the number of events exceeding the selected threshold
!a behavior known as the Omori law in geophysics" is consistent with the simultaneous occurrence of !i" a
return probability density function characterized by a power law asymptotic behavior and !ii" a power-law
relaxation decay of its typical scale. Our empirical observation cannot be explained within the framework of
simple and widespread stochastic volatility models.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.016119 PACS number!s": 89.75.Da, 89.65.Gh, 02.50.Ey, 05.45.Tp

Several complex systems are statistically characterized by
power-law distributions. Examples are earthquakes, financial
markets, landslides, forest fires, and scale free networks.
Power-law distributions imply that rare events are occurring
with a finite non-negligible probability in complex systems.
It is therefore meaningful to ask the following scientific
question: how is the dynamics of a complex system affected
when the system undergoes to an extreme event? An answer
to this question concerning earthquakes was provided by
Omori more than a century ago #1$. The Omori law describes
the nonstationary period observed after a big earthquake. In
his study, the number of aftershocks per unit of time is de-
scribed by a power law, and a time scale for the relaxation
process of the complex system to its typical state does not
exist. Nonexponential relaxation to a typical state has also
been observed in several physical and social systems. For
example, power-law relaxation has been theoretically pre-
dicted and experimentally observed in spin glasses #2$, con-
densed matter systems #3$, microfracturing phenomena #4$,
physical systems described by a fractional Fokker-Planck
equation #5$, in the kinetics of reversible bimolecular reac-
tions #6$, in two-dimensional arrays of magnetic dots inter-
acting by long-range dipole-dipole interactions #7$, in
the Internet dynamical response #8$, and in the Internet
traffic #9$.
In the present study, we investigate the dynamics of a

model complex system when it is moved far away from its
typical state by the occurrence of an extreme event. This is
done by investigating the statistical properties of time series
of financial indices in the time period immediately after a
financial crash. These market phases are indeed strongly
nonstationary and we show that a time power-law relaxation
is detected when the financial market is moved far away
from its typical behavior.
Financial time series of stock or index returns is modeled

in terms of random processes #10,11$. Empirical investiga-
tions show that the time series of stock or index return is not
strictly sense stationary. In fact, the volatility of the financial
asset, i.e., the standard deviation of asset returns describing
the typical scale of the process, is itself a stochastic process
fluctuating in time #12,13$. The nonstationary evolution of
asset returns can sometimes show relaxation time patterns.

Specifically, decaying patterns of volatility are observed in
time periods immediately after a financial crash. An illustra-
tive example of such a nonstationary time pattern is given in
Fig. 1 where we plot the 1-min logarithm changes of the
index r(t) !a quantity essentially equivalent to return" for the
Standard and Poor’s 500 !S&P500" index during 100 trading
days after the Black Monday !19 October 1987". The pattern
observed in Fig. 1 is not invariant under time reversal. Other
examples of statistical properties of market, which are not
time reversal, have been observed in the investigation of
cross-sectional quantities computed for a set of stocks before
and after financial crashes #14$.
A direct characterization of the time evolution of the scale

of the random process of return is extremely difficult in fi-
nancial markets and in several other complex systems due to
the fact that the random variable is highly fluctuating and
that system is unavoidably monitored by just recording a
single random realization. We make use of a different and
statistically more robust method. Specifically, we quantita-
tively characterize the time series of index returns in the
nonstationary time period by investigating the number of
times !r(t)! is exceeding a given threshold value. This inves-
tigation is analogous to the investigation of the number n(t)

FIG. 1. 1-min change of the natural logarithm of the Standard
and Poor’s 500 index during the 100 trading day time period im-
mediately after the Black Monday financial crash !20 October
1987–11 March 1998". A decrease of the typical scale of the sto-
chastic process !volatility in the financial literature" is manifest
making the stochastic process nonstationary.

PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 016119 !2003"

1063-651X/2003/68!1"/016119!5"/$20.00 ©2003 The American Physical Society68 016119-1

Dati dell’indice di borsa reativi a 100 giorni dopo il crash finanziario 
del Black Monday del 20 ottobre 1987 
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tions #6$, in two-dimensional arrays of magnetic dots inter-
acting by long-range dipole-dipole interactions #7$, in
the Internet dynamical response #8$, and in the Internet
traffic #9$.
In the present study, we investigate the dynamics of a

model complex system when it is moved far away from its
typical state by the occurrence of an extreme event. This is
done by investigating the statistical properties of time series
of financial indices in the time period immediately after a
financial crash. These market phases are indeed strongly
nonstationary and we show that a time power-law relaxation
is detected when the financial market is moved far away
from its typical behavior.
Financial time series of stock or index returns is modeled

in terms of random processes #10,11$. Empirical investiga-
tions show that the time series of stock or index return is not
strictly sense stationary. In fact, the volatility of the financial
asset, i.e., the standard deviation of asset returns describing
the typical scale of the process, is itself a stochastic process
fluctuating in time #12,13$. The nonstationary evolution of
asset returns can sometimes show relaxation time patterns.

Specifically, decaying patterns of volatility are observed in
time periods immediately after a financial crash. An illustra-
tive example of such a nonstationary time pattern is given in
Fig. 1 where we plot the 1-min logarithm changes of the
index r(t) !a quantity essentially equivalent to return" for the
Standard and Poor’s 500 !S&P500" index during 100 trading
days after the Black Monday !19 October 1987". The pattern
observed in Fig. 1 is not invariant under time reversal. Other
examples of statistical properties of market, which are not
time reversal, have been observed in the investigation of
cross-sectional quantities computed for a set of stocks before
and after financial crashes #14$.
A direct characterization of the time evolution of the scale

of the random process of return is extremely difficult in fi-
nancial markets and in several other complex systems due to
the fact that the random variable is highly fluctuating and
that system is unavoidably monitored by just recording a
single random realization. We make use of a different and
statistically more robust method. Specifically, we quantita-
tively characterize the time series of index returns in the
nonstationary time period by investigating the number of
times !r(t)! is exceeding a given threshold value. This inves-
tigation is analogous to the investigation of the number n(t)

FIG. 1. 1-min change of the natural logarithm of the Standard
and Poor’s 500 index during the 100 trading day time period im-
mediately after the Black Monday financial crash !20 October
1987–11 March 1998". A decrease of the typical scale of the sto-
chastic process !volatility in the financial literature" is manifest
making the stochastic process nonstationary.
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of aftershock earthquakes measured at time t after the main
earthquake. The Omori law n(t)!t!p says that the number
of aftershock earthquakes per unit time measured at time t
after the main earthquake decays as a power law. In order to
avoid divergence at t"0, the Omori law is often rewritten as

n" t #"K" t#$#!p, "1#

where K and $ are two positive constants. An equivalent
formulation of the Omori law more suitable for comparison
with real data can be obtained by integrating Eq. "1# between
0 and t. In this way the cumulative number of aftershocks
observed until time t after the main earthquake is

N" t #"K%" t#$#1!p!$1!p&/"1!p #, "2#

when p'1 and N(t)"K ln(t/$#1) for p"1. The value of
the exponent p for earthquakes ranges between 0.9 and 1.5.
Because N(t) is related to n(t) by a summation, the fluctua-
tion in N(t) is substantially reduced compared to the fluctua-
tion in n(t). Hence, customary measurement of N(t) leads to
a more reliable characterization of the aftershock period than
measurement of n(t).
We first investigate the index returns during the time pe-

riod after the Black Monday crash occurred at New York
Stock Exchange "NYSE#. This crash was one of the worst
crashes occurred in the entire history of NYSE. The S&P500
went down 20.4% that day. In our investigation, we select a
60 day after crash time period ranging from 20 October 1987

to 14 January 1988. This time period is chosen to maximize
the time period investigated by simultaneously ensuring that
the relaxation process is still going on. The selected value is
not a critical one and time windows of 50 or 70 trading days
provide similar results. For the selected time period, we in-
vestigate the 1-min return time series of the S&P500 index.
The first estimate concerns the unconditional 1-min volatility
which is equal to ("4.91$10!4. In Fig. 2, we show the
cumulative number of events N(t) detected by considering
all the occurrences observed when the absolute value of in-
dex return exceeds a threshold value ! chosen as 4( , 5( ,
6( , and 7( . For all the selected threshold values, we ob-
serve a nonlinear behavior. Nonlinear fits performed with the
functional form of Eq. "2# well describes the empirical data
for the entire time period. This paradigmatic behavior is not
specific of the Black Monday crash of the S&P 500 index. In
fact, we observe similar results also for a stock price index
weighted by market capitalization for the time periods occur-
ring after the 27 October 1997 and the 31 August 1998 stock
market crashes. This index has been computed by selecting
the 30 most capitalized stocks traded in the NYSE and by
using the high-frequency data of the Trade and Quote data-
base issued by the NYSE. In Fig. 3, we show N(t) for !
"4(, 5(, 6(, and 7(, where ( is again the unconditional
1-min volatility in the considered periods. We estimate (
"4.54$10!4 during the period from 28 October 1997 to 23
January 1998, and ("6.09$10!4 during the period from 1
September 1998 to 24 November 1998. In the left part of

TABLE I. Exponents obtained from the empirical analyses of 60 day market periods occurring after the 19 October 1987, 27 October
1997, and 31 August 1998 market crashes.

p ) * )*
4( 5( 6( 7(

1987 0.85 0.90 0.99 0.99 3.18%0.34 0.32%0.02 1.02%0.13
1997 0.70 0.73 0.73 0.76 3.67%0.40 0.22%0.04 0.81%0.17
1998 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 3.49%0.37 0.32%0.05 1.12%0.21

FIG. 2. Cumulative number N(t) of the number of times !r(t)!
is exceeding a threshold ! during the 60 trading days immediately
after the Black Monday financial crash. From top to bottom we
show the curves for values of ! equal to 4( , 5( , 6( , and 7( ,
respectively. The parameter ( is the standard deviation of the pro-
cess r(t) computed over the entire investigated period. The dashed
lines are best fits of Eq. "2#.

FIG. 3. Cumulative number N(t) of the number of times !r(t)!
is exceeding the threshold ! during the 60 trading days immediately
after "a# the 27 October 1997 and "b# the 31 August 1998 financial
crashes. In both panels, from top to bottom, we show the curves for
values of ! equal to 4( , 5( , 6( , and 7( , respectively. The pa-
rameter ( is the standard deviation of the process r(t) computed
over the entire investigated period. The dashed lines are best fits of
Eq. "2#.
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Numero cumulativo N(t) del numero di volte l’indice di 
borsa eccede una certa soglia. Le curve si riferiscono 
a diversi valori di soglia. I fit corrispondono alla legge 
di Omori con un valore di p intorno ad 1 
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Distribuzione a legge di potenza del momento 
transverso p, nelle collisioni protone protone al LHC 
(Large Hadron Collider) 
 
 

n(p) ≈ pn
Wong and Wilk 2013 



(q = 1+1/n) 



 dN±±dydpT
 = A eq

ï pT c / T

dpT = 2/ pT dpT
y > rapidity

[A] = GeVï2c3

Data from Wong & Wilk PRD 87, 114007 (2013)A / 100
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Il cervello e' un network di cellule connesse da assoni, le stesse cellule 
sono un network di molecole connesse da reazioni biochimiche.  
 
Anche le società sono network di persone  
legati da vincoli di amicizia, relazioni familiari e legami professionali . 
 
Networks pervadono la tecnologia: Internet, sistemi di trasporto, reti 
elettriche, sono solo pochi esempi  

Network complessi Watts, 
Strogatz, 
Barabasi 



COMPLEX NETWORK 

US-AIRPORT 



La maggior parte delle reti del mondo reale come Internet, www, reti 
di attori, reti di collaborazione scientifica e reti cellulari (metabolismo, 
proteine di rete di interazione o reti genetiche) sono noti per avere 
una distribuzione con topologia complessa. Una proprietà comune di 
molti grandi reti è che la connettività dei vertici segue una 
distribuzione di legge di potenza scale-free. Questa caratteristica è 
risultato essere una conseguenza di due meccanismi generici che le 
reti espandono continuamente con l'aggiunta di nuovi vertici, e nuovi 
vertici si connettono  preferenzialmente ai siti con maggiori 
connessioni.   

COMPLEX NETWORK 

N(k) ≈ k-p 

Numero di vertici con connettivita’ pari a k 

Scale free network 



More Is Different 
 
                                 P.W.Anderson 

In conclusione un dialogo a Parigi nel 1920 spiega piu’  
chiaramente l’affermazione di sopra 
 
 
 
Fitzgerald: The rich are different from us. 
Hemingway: Yes they have more money.  



BIRTHOFASCALE-FREENETWORK
A SCALE-FREENETWORKgrows incrementally from two to 11 nodes in this example. When deciding where to establish a link, a new node
(green) prefers to attach to an existing node (red) that already has many other connections. These two basic mechanisms-growth
and preferential attachment-will eventually lead to the system's being dominated by hubs, nodes having an enormous number of links.
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connected actors are more likely to be
chosen for new roles. On the Internet the
more connected routers, which typically
have greater bandwidth, are more desir-
able for new users. In the U.S. biotech in-
dustry, well-established companies such as
Genzyme tend to attract more alliances,
which further increases their desirability
for future partnerships. Likewise, the
most cited articles in the scientific litera-
ture stimulate even more researchers to
read and cite them, a phenomenon that
noted sociologist Robert K. Merton
called the Matthew effect, after a passage
in the New Testament: "For unto every
one that hath shall be given, and he shall
have abundance."

These two mechanisms-growth and
preferential attachment-help to explain
the existence of hubs: as new nodes ap-
pear, they tend to connect to the more
connected sites, and these popular loca-
tions thus acquire more links over time
than their less connected neighbors. And
this "rich get richer" process will gener-
ally favor the early nodes, which are more
likely to eventually become hubs.

Along with Reka Albert, we have used
computer simulations and calculations to
show that a growing network with pref-
erential attachment will indeed become
scale-free, with its distribution of nodes
following a power law. Although this the-
oretical model is simplistic and needs to
be adapted to specific situations, it does
appear to confirm our explanation for

www.sciam.com

why scale-free networks are so ubiquitous
in the real world.

Growth and preferential attachment
can even help explicate the presence of
scale-free networks in biological systems.
Andreas Wagner of the University of
New Mexico and David A. Fell of Oxford
Brookes University in England have
found, for instance, that the most-con-
nected molecules in the E. coli metabolic
network tend to have an early evolution-
ary history: some are believed to be rem-
nants of the so-called RNA world (the
evolutionary step before the eInergence of
DNA), and others are coiJ;].poneptsohre
most ancient metabolic pathways.

Interestingly, the mechanism of pref-
erential attachment tends to be linear. In
other words, a new node is twice as Hke-
ly to link to an existing node that has
twice as many connections as its neigh-
bor. Redner and his colleagues at Boston
University and elsewhere have investigat-
ed different types of preferential attach-
ment and have learned that if the mecha-
nism is faster than linear (for example, a
new node is four times as likely to link to

~ ~

~~
an existing node that has twice as many
connections), one hub will tend to run
away with the lion's share of connections.
In such "winner take all" scenarios, the
network eventually assumes a star topol-
ogy with a central hub.

AnAchilles' Heel
AS HUMANITY BECOMES increasing-
ly dependent on power grids and com-
munications webs, a much-voiced con-
cern arises: Exactly how reliable are these
types of networks? The good news is that
complex systems can be amazingly re-
silient against accidental failures. In fact,
although hundreds of routers routinely
malfunction on the Internet at any mo-
ment, the network rarely suffers major
disruptions. A similar degree of robust-
ness characterizes. living systems: people
rarely notice the consequences of thou-
sands of errors in their cells, ranging from
mutations to misfolded proteins. What is
the origin of this robustness?

Intuition tells us that the breakdown
ofa substantial number of nodes will re-
sult in a network's inevitable fragmenta-

ALBERT'L4SZL.6BARABASI. and ERICBONABEAU study the behavior and characteristics of
myriad complex systems, ranging from the Internet to insect colonies. Barabasi is Emil T.
Hofman. Professor of Physics at the. University of Notre Dame, where he directs research
on complex networks. He is author of Linked: The New Science of Networks. Bonabeau is
chief scientist at Icosystem, a consulting firm based in Cambridge, Mass., that applies the
tools of complexity science to the discovery of business opportunities. He is co-author of
SwarmIntelligence: From Natural to ArtificialSystems. Thisis Bonabeau's second article
for Scientific American.
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“I think the next century will be the 
century    of complexity”.  
 

Stephen Hawking’s January 2000  


